
AIRBORNE EXPRESS ECONOMICS OF STRATEGY AND

Airborne Express: Economics of Strategy and Organization Law Essay. Why has the express mail industry been so
difficult for smaller players? Small players like .

The Airborne Flower Traffic Assoc. This shows that Airborne is the one who is keeping less money per dollar
of sales in its earnings. Airborne used trucks more often than its competitors for the long haul portion of
delivery. Thanks to Frederick Smith, a Yale undergraduate back in , who had envisioned a whole different
system on his economics term paper. Its GDS service was introduced on a limited basis and was targeted at
large corporate customers. On the productivity side, Airborne has taken positive steps by centralizing its
customs brokerage service at its sort facility in Wilmington, Ohio. So Airborne got hold on price sensitive
customers. Type of paper. As federal regulations were relaxed on the air cargo industry, all-cargo carriers
began to increase their route structure. This strategy, known as low-cost leadership, focuses on decreasing
costs. Not so long ago, there was no such thing as overnight express service and freight delivery. The strategy
used by UPS, focused more on large packages on contrary of the other two. Airborne was known for its low
prices. To achieve objective of targeting specific business customers not all business customers. The
recommendation for Airborne is to pay a closer look to its cost impeding cost to increase at a greater rate than
sales. Consider the structure of the Express Mail industry in the US and how it has evolved. Smith proposed
an airline dedicated exclusively to express delivery of mail. A handful of all cargo airlines most notably Flying
Tiger founded by 10 pilots from the famous WW2 volunteer fighter unit , also participated in this space [3].
Also under consideration, the air express service played an important role in the evolution of the Express Mail
Industry. It offered the lowest price of overnight, morning, afternoon and second-day delivery compared to
FedEx and UPS, as presented on exhibit 8: List Prices of Express Mail Carriers, on page  By customizing a
service for each Xerox package, with a barcode scanner that emits a special beep when scanned, Airborne
could make Xerox delivery as early as 8 AM, thus developing a special relationship and winning Xerox
account in  Brand loyalty is a significant asset as it helps a company retain market share. Airborne Express
Strengths and Weaknesses Airborne Express remains a distant third in the US air express industry in terms of
market share.


